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Airport Classification - SC IV
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State Classification IV – Recreation/Local Service (SC-IV): Recreation/Local Service airports typically demonstrate low 

activity and are forecasted to remain fairly level.  They provide very limited airport facilities and services, and may have 

safety or development constraints that limit their need as well as their ability to expand.  Runway lengths are typically 

less than 3,600 feet x 60 feet in width with Airport Reference Code (ARC) designations of A-I or B-I.  Constraints may 

take the form of severe topography, airspace conflicts, environmental or land use obstacles, or other Corporate or 

Business Airports that provide competing facilities and aeronautical services. Recreation/Local Service airports should 

not be designed to support instrument approach procedures except in specific instances where there is a need for 

emergency response in an area that is geographically isolated.  Recreational/Local Service Airports should be designed 

to meet only the Minimum Design Standards as set forth by the South Carolina Aeronautics Commission in their Rules 

and Regulations as mandated by Section 55-5-70, Duties and Powers of the South Carolina Code of laws. 

All airport design standards for Classification IV airports shall be based on the FAA Airport Reference Code (ARC) A-I or 

B-I with the following additions:

* Shall have an Airport Layout Plan approved by SCAC,

* Minimum runway length (paved or turf) shall be 2,000 feet with 200 feet of graded overrun on each end,

* Instrument Runways shall have unobstructed approaches in accordance with FAA AC 150/5300-13

* Primary Surface shall be 200 feet in width and 2,400 in length,

* Visual Runway Protection Zones shall be 200’ x 1,000’ x 400’ with a slope of 15:1,

* Transition surface shall begin at the edge of the primary surface and extend outward and upward at a slope of 5 to 1, 

* Runway width shall be 60 feet,

* Runway strength shall be 12,500 pounds wheel load,

* Airport shall not be approved for an instrument approach procedure unless it is required to support public safety or 

emergency services, 

* Runway lighting shall consist of Low Intensity Runway Lights.
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DILLON COUNTY - DLC DILLON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
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http://www.scaeronautics.com/IFR.asp?cboIFRApt=DLC&cboIFRYr=2012
http://www.scaeronautics.com/IFR.asp?cboIFRApt=DLC&cboIFRYr=2012


DILLON COUNTY - DLC 

Airport Profile

Elevation

Lighting Schedule

133.00' MSL

DUSK-DAWN

Magnetic Var 06°W

Latitude:

Longitude:

34-26-56.6000N

079-22-06.9000W

DILLON, SOUTH CAROLINA 

Edge Approach Traffic 

ID Length Width Surface VGIS REILS Lights Lights  Pattern 

Runway Information 

07/25 3000 60 ASPH-P NoneNone None Standard

07/25 3000 60 ASPH-P NoneNone None Standard

Gross Wheel Weight

ID SW DW DTW DDTW Surface

07/25 10.0 ASPH-P

07/25 10.0 ASPH-P

ID Type FREQ Direct/Distant

NAVAIDS

ATIS ATC WEATHERRCO

UNICOM CTAF FREQ FREQ ID FREQ PHONEFREQ

Communications

122.800 122.800 118.6 FLO

Hyperlink to airport drawning diagram

Hyperlink to airport economic impact 
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http://WWW.scaeronautics.com/AptDiagrams.asp?FAAID=DLC
http://WWW.scaeronautics.com/systemplan/images/EconomicImpactRptsPdf/EIR_DLC.pdf
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20 Mile Drive Distance Map
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